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Abstract:  This thesis studies the strain response of mastic asphalt to 
arbitrary tension, arbitrary compression, alternating tension/compression, 
loading, zigzag loading and sinusoidal loading. In order to model the strain 
response to different loading histories, the scissors model is employed. Matlab 
modules are developed that are able to predict strain response not only for 
creep loading but also for other types of non constant stress loading such as 
zigzag loading and sinusoidal loading. In addition, another phenomological 
model, i.e. the viscoelastoplastic continuum damage model, is summarized 
and discussed in detail with respect to its applicability for the available data 
set. 

KEY WORDS:  Viscoelastoplastic continuum damage model, scissors model, 
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1.  Introduction 
 
1.1  Background 
 

Under field condition, asphalt layers are often subject to alternating tension 
and compression, in particular when the pavement structure is weak enough to 
behave like a bending beam on soft elastic bedding. In the case of normal 
traffic loading, the top of such a pavement is subject to compression while the 
bottom is subject to tension. When a vehicle passes a certain location, the 
reverse process happens due to the rebound of the base course. In places 
where vehicles often break and start again, such as traffic lights and bus stops, 
stress reversals occur with longer rest periods which can be considered as 
creep unloading. This results in higher risk of damage and decrease of 
durability of the asphalt road, thus increasing maintenance cost. Therefore, the 
following study considers not only the effect of tension and compression creep 
loads but also the arbitrary alternating tension/compression loads which 
introduce additional damage as compared to pure tension or compression 
loads. 

The experimental data, used for this study, are obtained from Partl (1983) 
creep tests on mastic asphalt samples. The loading histories of the experiments 
include tension, compression and arbitrary alternating tension/compression 
step loading and zigzag loading at constant temperature.  

Since asphalt concrete is one of the most widely used pavement materials, 
several models are available that attempt to predict its creep response 
behavior. This study focuses on Viscoelastoplastic Continuum Damage Model 
(VEPCD) proposed by Kim (2009) and the Scissors Model proposed by Partl 
(1983) due to their simplicity and also because they require comparatively less 
experimental effort. Due to the available experimental data, effects as 
temperature, aging and moisture are not taken into account. Furthermore, 
fracture and healing properties of asphalt are not included in the modeling 
effort. The mastic asphalt tested by Partl in the laboratory is assumed to be 
homogenous, isotropic and incompressible at 23°C. 
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1.2  Objectives 
 
The objectives of this study include  

- Digitizing the tabularly listed experimental results from Partl (1983) and 
making them available for further study 
 

- Review of mechanistic asphalt models that are being  used currently for 
asphalt behavior studies 
 

- Modeling of the mastic asphalt data with a viscoelastoplastic model 
including damage and comparison of the analysis results with 
experimental data 

 
- Writing a Matlab code based on the theory by Partl that would also allow 

to apply the scissors model to sinusoidal loading histories 
 

-  Proposal for future studies   

 

1.3  Methodology 
 

Several models have been developed by different researchers for modeling of 
asphalt behavior. Some of them such as Distributed State Model described by 
Kim (2009) are more suited for finite element model studies. Other models, 
like the Di Benedetto and Neifar Model require more parameters than could be 
acquired from Partl’s (1983) experimental data. Therefore, the study mainly 
focuses on the viscoelastoplastic continuum damage model and the scissors 
model. 

To model a material accurately with the viscoelastoplastic continuum damage 
model, the material needs to be tested at different temperatures to ascertain the 
characteristic master curve of the material. In addition, according to Kim 
(2009), tests at different strain rates (which affect the proportion of 
viscoelastic and viscoplastic behavior of asphalt materials) are needed to 
model the viscoelastic damage of the material and use the equations proposed 
by the model. These tests at different strain rates are necessary to ensure that 
negligible viscoplastic strain develops during testing for linear viscoelastic 
characterization of the material (Kim (2009)). Such tests were not done by 
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Partl (1983). Hence, the viscoelastoplastic continuum damage model is 
reviewed in this study only for future work, whereas most of the analysis with 
existing data is performed by using the scissors model following the analysis 
steps as described in Figure 1.1. 

In order to use the scissors model, the acquired data is digitized and analysis is 
processed by using Matlab modules developed for the model. These Matlab 
modules are able to analyze not only creep loading but also other types of 
loadings such as zigzag loading (also called shark tooth loading) and 
sinusoidal loading etc.    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Outline of the steps used for analysis with the scissors model 

Scissors model    

Creep tests (compression and tension) 

Validation of parameters for single 
creep loading and unloading 

Separation of 
viscoelastic and 
viscoplastic creep 
response 

Determination of material 
parameters considering nonlinear 
viscoelastic/viscoplastic stress 
dependency 

Iteration 
Process

Calculation of creep loading histories 
for tension and compression with no 
stress reversals

Determination of damage parameters 
’b+’ and ‘b-’ from alternating 
tension/compression loading histories 

Calculation of other loadings such as 
zigzag and sinusoidal loading 
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2.  Material and Experiment  
 
The testing equipment used by Partl (1983) incorporates a mechanism for 
separate application of loading in the axial and radial directions with 
deformation in the respective directions recorded by strain gauges (Figure 
2.1). By doing so, it was possible to apply arbitrary tension, compression, 
alternating tension/compression and zigzag loading on cylindrical specimens 
with a diameter of 50mm and a height of 150mm. The measured deformations 
are subsequently recorded by an analog recorder. 

 
 
Figure 2.1 Testing equipment and the sample placed inside (Partl (1983)) 
 
The mastic asphalt (with average density of 2.33 g/cm3) used for the test is 
composed of binder (9% by mass) and aggregates and filler (91% by mass). 
The air void content for the mix is 2% by volume. The composition of 
aggregates, filler and bitumen are shown below 
 
Aggregate  

The composition of the aggregates for the mastic asphalt mix is shown in 
Figure 2.2, it reads   

25% Hard filler  

45% Crushed sand < 0.063mm  

 30% Coarse aggregates with particle size distribution shown in Figure 2.2 

Specimen 
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Figure 2.2 Aggregate gradation used for mastic asphalt mix and limits of 
gradation according to Swiss Standard (1976)  
 
Bitumen B40/50 
Density @ 25 °C  1.032 g/cm3 
Penetration @ 25°C  37 *10-1 mm 
Penetrations Index  +0.6 
Softening Point   61.3 °C 
Fraass breaking point  -18°C 
Dynamic viscosity @ 60°C 1.72 *103 Pa s  
      @ 130°C 1.64 *103 Pa s  
 
Filler 
Main Components by mass Calcit (CaC03)  52% 
                                        Quarz (SiO2 )  36% 
                                        Dolomit (MgCa(C03)2)   6% 
Additional ingredients (approx. 6%)  
   Compounds of the elements    Na, Al, P, Ti, Mn, Fe 
   Trace elements  B, K, Cr, Ni, Cu, Sr, Ba 
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3.  Viscoelastoplastic Continuum Damage Model  

 
The viscoelastoplastic continuum damage model (VEPCD) follows the 
approach also used by Partl (1983) that the total strain can be separated into 
recoverable and irrecoverable time dependent functions stated as 
                                                         
                                          		 		                                           1  

 
The VEPCD model assumes linear viscoelastic properties where the unloaded 
material recovers to its original state after some time. However, in asphalt and 
most other materials, cracks may appear in the material matrix as soon as the 
virgin material is loaded. These micro and macro cracks in the asphalt 
material are considered and modeled as damage. In addition, the effect of flow 
of the binder in the aggregate matrix is modeled as viscoplastic response, 
based on the strain hardening model. The VEPCD allows incorporation of the 
effect of temperature which is a very important factor affecting asphalt 
concrete behavior. Moreover, the uniaxial properties of this model can easily 
be extended to multi axial loadings. The VEPCD is based on four important 
principles according to Kim (2009). These are elastic-viscoelastic 
correspondence principle, time temperature superposition principle, work 
potential theory and viscoplastic theory, dealing with linear viscoelastic 
effects, micro cracking related degradation, permanent deformation growth 
and time temperature effects respectively. 
 

 

3.1  Linear Viscoelastic Characterization   

 
The relaxation modulus can be determined from known creep compliance 
curve by using available conversion methods or by fitting experimental testing 
data. The number of tests required for creation of master curves is reduced by 
the thermorheologically simple properties of the material in its linear 
viscoelastic range (Kim and Lee 1995). Hence, the effects of time or 
frequency and temperature can be expressed through one joint parameter (Kim 
et al., 1994; Kim et al., 1995; Goodrich 1991). In general form, time 
temperature superposition is expressed as  
 
                                              , 	 	                                          2  
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where  is the master creep function corresponding to a certain 
reference   temperature;      is the reduced time given by 
            

                             	                                                          3   

 
where   is the temperature shift factor for a certain temperature T. 
 
Uniaxial thermo mechanical properties of asphalt concrete can be determined 
from tensile creep tests or from dynamic modulus tests at several 
temperatures. The individual creep or dynamic modulus curves at different 
temperatures are shifted to the curve for the reference temperature by applying 
individual shift factors  for each temperature, resulting in a master curve as 
shown schematically in Figure 3.1. Also, for comparison, the relaxation 
modulus is shown.  
 

 
Figure 3.1 Master curve for a typical asphalt concrete material (Samer W. 
Katicha (2007)) 
 
Several analytical expressions are used to express the master curves 
mathematically. A prominent one is based on the Prony series (Schapery 
(1961)). 
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                                      ∑ / 		                                   4  
                  

                                     ∑ 1 /                             5  

 
where D (t), E (t) are creep compliance and relaxation modulus functions 
respectively 
        ,  are glassy compliance and long term equilibrium modulus 

respectively as shown in Figure 3.1 
       ,  are retardation time and relaxation time respectively 
       ,   are Prony series regression coefficients 
 
Non-aging, damage free material exhibiting viscoelastic properties can be 
modeled in the imaginary elastic space by introducing pseudo-variables to 
convert viscoelastic problems into an elastic one and thus simplifying the 
problem at hand as shown in Figure 3.2. Schapery (1984) has shown the 
application of the elastic viscoelastic correspondence principle to linear and 
nonlinear viscoelastic materials. Thus the pseudo-strain is formulated as  
  

                                    	 	 	                                  6     

  

 where      is the relaxation modulus   is the integration variable 

                /  is the reduced time   is the actual strain  
                  is the physical time and   is the time temperature shift factor 
                 is the reference modulus which is a constant and has the same 
dimensions as the relaxation modulus       
 
In Eq 6, the integral expression is similar to the general convolution stress 
equation for linear viscoelastic materials. Hence, it can be written in a form 
similar to Hook’s law for elasticity as    

 
                                              	 	                                                        7     
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Figure 3.2 Actual stress strain relationship and the corresponding stress 
pseudo-strain relationship for linear viscoelastic materials (Daniel and Kim 
2002) 

 
 
3.2  Uniaxial Damage Model and Damage Parameters 
 

The damage model of asphalt concrete’s viscoelastic solid response under 
uniaxial loading is based on the thermodynamics of an irreversible process as 
developed by Schapery (1996). Due to existence of damage, Eq. 7 developed 
for linear viscoelastic materials is no longer applicable but has to be modified 
by using damage parameters. 
 
                                                            8  
 
where  represents the change in stiffness of the material due to the 
damage parameter  and the free constant  (which can be taken as 1 for 
simplicity).  By using this relationship, the viscoelastic strain in terms of creep 
compliance  and the inverse of the convolution integral, one obtains  
 

                                         	 	                         9  

   
The relationship between the stress and pseudo-strain in Eq. 8 can be 
formulated for a uniaxial pseudo-strain energy density function as  
 

                                                                                       10    
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In uniaxial loading, as assumed for Eq. 10, the damage evolution theory 
developed by Schapery is simplified by noting that both the available force for 
damage is rate dependent with respect to  and also the required force for 
damage growth is rate dependent with respect to time. 
    

                                  	 			                                                         11  

 
where   is the material-dependent constant related to the viscoelasticity of the 

material and   is the rate of damage evolution.  
 
In order to determine the damage functions  and the constant , Park et 
al. (1996) outlined the following calculation method for asphalt concrete 
subjected to uniaxial loading. The method is based on constant strain rate tests 
at a reference temperature and by plotting stress verses strain graphs which are 
later converted to stress verses pseudo-strain graphs as shown in Figure 3.3 
according to equation   
 

																											 	 	 ∑ 1 / 																																 12   

where R is the constant strain rate  
 

  
Figure 3.3 Uniaxial stress pseudo-strain curve for different strain rates from 
Park et al. (1996)  
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From the damage evolution law in Eq. 11, Park et al. (1996) was able to 
develop an approximate formulation by assuming that α>>1 by using the so 

called transferred damage parameter . 
 

                                           	 ∝			                                                   13  

 

                                        	 	 		                                          14     

  
The relationship between C and the pseudo-strain is determined by fitting Eq. 
10 into the stress versus pseudo-strain graph as shown in Figure 3.4 for the 
same material as shown in Figure 3.2  

                     
Figure 3.4 Modulus pseudo-strain-damage parameter relationship with strain 
rate 0.0004/s (Park et al. (1996))  
 

The relationship between the transferred damage parameter  (given in 
equations 13 and 14) and pseudo-strain   for a single strain rate can be 
determined by the numerical method outlined below according to Park et al. 
(1996) 
 

                                        ∆                                          15  

 

                                           ∆                                          16  
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with the derivative  ′ /   which can be determined for each value of 
 by the equation   

   /                                              17  

 
where  /  and  R is the strain rate selected for calculation (0.0004/s for 
Figure 3.4);  1 1/   with n denoting the maximum slope of the 
relaxation modulus in a double logarithmic master curve. 
 

Note that 0 and S (0) =0 is the initial condition necessary to start the 

numerical scheme. The change in the ∆  between successive pseudo-strain 

steps can be calculated where  is determined from Figure 3.4. 
                   

Finally, the modified damage variable  is converted to the original variable  
by using Eq. 14. By using successive approximations, the values obtained can 
be improved as shown by Park et al. (1996) 
 

 
Figure 3.5 The relationship between damage parameter S and the modulus C 
(Park et al. (1996)) 
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3.3  Viscoplastic Model 

 
The viscoelastic part of Schapery’s model is based on the time-temperature 
superposition principle. On the other hand, the viscoplastic part is based on the 
strain-hardening model used by Uzan (1996). 
 

                              		                            18  

 
where   ,   and  are model coefficients which are obtained by an 
optimization algorithm such as the generic algorithm (Kim (2009)). 
 
This model assumes that the plastic strain at =0 is zero which was verified 
by Chehab et al (2003). If a material is found to be predominantly 
viscoplastic, this model is sufficient; but in most cases, such as in asphalt, 
some proportion is viscoelastic. As shown in Figure 3.6 by varying the 
reduced strain rate (which is the strain rate divided by the temperature shift 
factor), the proportion of the viscoplastic strain can vary. 
 

 
Figure 3.6 Proportion of viscoelastic and viscoplastic properties with respect 
to reduced strain rate at 25°C (Chehab et al. 2002) 
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The viscoplastic strain can be determined after the viscoelastic strain has been 
determined and subtracted from the total strain in monotonic tests. In case of 
cyclic tests with unloading periods, the viscoplastic strain can be determined 
directly. 
 
 

3.4  Summary and Discussion  

 
The overall equation for the viscoelastoplastic continuum damage model 
(VEPCD) is based on Eq. 9 and Eq. 18  
 

	
1

		 19  

 
In order to characterize given asphalt material according to this model, certain 
tests are necessary. The analysis procedure for the VEPCD model is based on 
a step by step procedure starting from linear viscoelastic characterization to 
viscoelastic continuum damage characterization and finally viscoplastic 
characterization as shown in Figure 3.7. According to the test, calibration for 
asphalt mixes ( Kim (2009)), complex modulus testing at various temperatures 
and frequencies are required for linear viscoelastic characterization, whereas 
monotonic tests at 5°C or cyclic tests at 19°C are required for damage 

characteristic relationship and monotonic tests at 40°C are required for 
viscoplastic characterization. 
 
From experiments done by Partl (1983), compression and tension creep test 
results at 23°C and only one single compression monotonic test result at 42°C 
are obtained. These tests are not sufficient to characterize this material 
according to the VEPCD model. The main hurdle is that in order to produce a 
material’s characteristic relationship, test temperature and loading rate 
combination must be such that only the elastic and viscoelastic properties 
dominate (Kim (2009)). In the flow chart proposed for VEPCD analysis 
shown in Figure 3.7, this means that the viscoelastic characterization (from 
step one to step five) can be performed with stress-strain data only when 
viscoplasticity is negligible. Hence, VEPCD was not further considered in this 
study. 
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Figure 3.7 Flow chart showing the procedure of application of visco- 
elastoplastic model (according to Daniel and Kim (2002)) 

5) Response Prediction    

Using characteristic curves and shift factors, response under any 
strain history and temperature can be predicted 

3) Prediction of Relaxation Modulus 

By using master curve determine relaxation modulus 

1) Linear Visco Elastic Material Properties (LVE) 

Determine   (relaxation modulus) from creep tests at different 
temperatures 

2) Master Curve Generation 

Use the isothermal curves to determine master curves for   
(relaxation modulus) at a reference temperature. Also plot shift 
factor as function of temperature

4) Pseudo Strain Calculation  

From uniaxial stress strain behavior at different strain rates 
determine the pseudo strain behavior at different strain rates 

5) Characteristic Curve Construction   

Determine the damage function C(S) and the relationship 
between S and C(S)

5) Viscoplastic Characterization    

By using monotonic tests or cyclic tests, determine the 
viscoplastic portion of the strain
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4.  Rheological Scissor Model 
 
4.1  Model Formulation and Theory  
 

This model proposed by Partl (1983), approximates the uniaxial quasi static 
property of hot mastic asphalt and similar materials in terms of isothermal 
creep response. Hence, this relatively simple method can be used to predict 
not only unidirectional load response but, more importantly, arbitrary 
tension/compression loading where damage of the material must be taken into 
account. In order to predict a material’s strain response for a certain 
temperature, static creep experiments in tension and compression are required. 
The variability of these material constants with respect to temperature is out of 
the scope of this study and not taken into consideration. 

The model uses the principle of strain superposition by serial combination of 
independent rheological models that follow their own mathematical 
formulations. Originally, it was developed as the sum of irrecoverable time 
dependent strain ( ), irrecoverable time independent strain ( ), recoverable 

time dependent strain  and recoverable time independent strain . 
However, for a series of arbitrary creep loading histories it is convenient to 
take the total strain as sum of nonlinear viscoelastic and viscoplastic parts as 
shown in the equation below in terms of strain rates                              

                  ϵ ϵ 	ϵ 																																																								  20  

The viscoelastic (  ) and viscoplastic (  ) parts depend on the bituminous 

material properties, actual stress and time of loading. Each asphalt material at 
a specific temperature may have different uniaxial properties in tension (+) 
and compression (-) for both viscoelastic and viscoplastic parts, because of 
different structural behavior under these two uniaxial loading conditions. 
 
The nonlinear viscoelastic response   uses Modified Superposition 
Principle (Findley, W.N.; Lai, J.S.; Onaran, K. 1976) which suggests that the 
strain history is the sum of loading and unloading responses of each creep 
step. Hence, the non linear creep strain response shown in Figure 4.1 for three 
stress steps from   to   for the time interval  to   is formulated as  
 

                     ∑ , ,                 [21]  
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By using Eq. 23 the expression in Eq. 22 can be simplified to   

 

                =  	                        24  

where    and ̂  are assumed to be constants depending on stress 
direction (tension or compression) and bitumen characteristics. 

The viscoplastic part  of the strain response takes into account the 

permanent deformation and damage of a material subjected to stress reversal, 
i.e. changes in the direction of stress from either compression to tension or 
vice versa. Constitutive equations are developed by first determining the creep 
law dealing with the uniaxial and isothermal creep response curve. The 
hardening phenomenon, which describes the increase in materials resistance to 
deformation, is taken into account for subsequent creep stress steps. Two 
methods are available to determine hardening phenomena of a material, 
namely strain hardening and time hardening. The strain hardening formulation 
is preferred here to the alternative time hardening approach because it has 
been found to better approximate experimental data (ORNL 1972). In 
addition, when asphalt material is subjected to stress reversals, the formation 
of micro cracks introduces additional damage which must be taken into 
account. The viscoplastic strain can be written in a general commutation as 
follows: 
 
                                           , , 	                                               25          

 
where  describes the damage in the material due to stress reversals and  is a 
hardening parameter. By using a separation approach, Eq. 25 can be simplified 
into  
                                                           
                                     	 ̂ ∗ ∗                                    26  

 
In the case, where there is no stress reversal ( 1), damage of the 
material is taken into consideration by creep equations implicitly and no 
additional parameter is necessary. Damage for a stress reversal is assumed to 
be independent of time but rather a function of strain extremes ,  

produced by the stress history for tension and compression. The hardening 
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parameter ( ), shown in Figure 4.2 for a stress reversal and a unidirectional 
multistep stress history, assumes that creep strain rate  at a given strain 

occurs as in simple creep at corresponding stress. In the case, where stress 
reversal occurs ( ) at time  as shown in Figure 4.2, according to strain 
hardening principle, the material responds as virgin material to the 
compression strain in spite of the previously accumulated tension strain. The 
viscoelastic simple creep response is characterized by power law function of 
time according to Eq. 23. By using strain hardening principle, Eq. 26 can be 
simplified as  

                                 

                        ̂ ∗ , / ∗ ∗ / 	                    27  

 
As shown in Eq. 27, the damage parameter  is assumed to be dependent on 
the extreme values with notations  and , i.e. the maximum and 

minimum strain values up to the point where the next step load is applied. 
This means that   
 

                          			 | | ∗ 	                            28    

       			 | | ∗ 	                             [28b] 

 

Note the step function in the equations above | | 1	 for | | 0 
and | | 0	(for | | 0). The loading times where d 	 is applied 
up to N creep steps are denoted by  	 1, … ,  where 	  is used 

on the condition that 	 0. 

As mentioned before, hardening phenomena are described by a strain 
hardening formulation in case that no stress reversal occurs as depicted in 
Figure 4.2. In case of stress reversals, the auxiliary methods developed by 
ORNL (1972) are used. According to ORNL, hardening for positive stresses is 
determined from the difference between the current strain and  and vice 

versa. As shown in Figure 4.2 for unidirectional strain hardening, the 
``origin´´ of subsequent curves is always zero strain while in the case of stress 
reversals the origin is  or . 

            	                     29  
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Figure 4.2 A comparison of strain hardening for one direction loading and 
ORNL auxiliary rules for stress reversal (ORNL 1972) 
 

The method proposed by ORNL (1972) proposed for steel couldn’t capture the 
response of bitumen materials under stress reversals mainly due to weakening 
which is primarily caused by formation of cracks in the asphalt structure. In 
the simplest case, damage is assumed to be a linear function of the minimum 
and maximum values  ,   and the so called ‘weakening material 

parameter’ b. 

                                          1 , 	                                   30  

The weakening parameter ``b´´ is a material characteristic depending on the 
direction of axial load, i.e. tension or compression, and can be determined 
from single stress reversal experiment. The parameter , , which 

defines the mechanism of structural weakening according to Partl (1983), is 
based on the assumption that weakening caused in one direction influences the 
viscoplastic creep in the opposite direction and on the assumption that the 
weakening effect on viscoplastic creep depends on the extreme strain values 

 and . 
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The following equations are developed for the general case of tension or 
compression where there is a step increase in loading in the same direction as 
shown in Figure 4.5.  
 

For ∗  one gets  

       , ̂ 1

̂ 1

																																																																		 33  
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The values in Table 4.2, which are used to determine the material response, 
are calculated based on Tinic’s (1978) assumption without additional 
correction. The tension and compression material parameters are q=0.35 and 
q=0.45 as shown in Table 4.2, where the respective error for the q values is 
calculated as  27 %  and 36% of the viscoelastic strain at time . These values 
are rather significant for a predominantly viscoelastic material. However, the 
material used by Partl (1983) is predominantly viscoplastic. Hence, the error 
has a minimal overall effect.  
 
The iterative method starts by subtracting from the viscoplastic part of the 
total strain at  the value of ∆  as shown in Figure 4.6a and already calculated 
from the first assumption. 
 
                     ∆ 																																						 38  

          
where  is the number of iterations  
 
The iteration process is continued by recalculation of the material parameters   

,  and the time independent parameter . By using the new parameters, 

it is possible to calculate ∆  and  which can be introduced into 

Eq. 38 to obtain , and the next loop continues in a similar 

fashion. The iteration process can be terminated when the desired accuracy of 
results is obtained. 
 
The separation of the viscoelastic and viscoplastic strain has been performed 
as shown in the Figure 4.6a. Subsequently, the viscoelastic and viscoplastic 
parts of the strain are assumed to be proportional between  and , i.e. using 
the same percentage of separation as at point . This implies that   

and . The material parameters  ,  ,  and   are 

determined from the log-log plot of strain vs. time as shown in Figure 4.7 and 
Figure 4.8. Also, for comparison of the results, three different stress values are 
used in both tension (0.1, 0.2 and 0.3 MPa) and compression (-0.3, -0.5 and     
-0.75 MPa). 
 
The strain responses to the tension loads on mastic asphalt are shown in 
Figure 4.7 and are represented by power functions. From the plot of the power 
functions in log-log space, the slope of the regression lines  and  are 

obtained. The intercept of the regression line gives the stress dependent 
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variables which are plotted for the corresponding stresses in Figure 4.8. The 
power functions adequately represent the response with   values of more 
than 0.9. 
 

 

 
Figure 4.7 Regression of log-log values of axial strain of single step 
compression loading response and time of loading for viscoplastic and 
viscoelastic creep strains  
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Figure 4.8 Regression of log-log values of axial strain of single step 
compression loading response and time of loading for viscoplastic and 
viscoelastic creep strains   
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The intercepts of the power function regression in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8 
are plotted with the corresponding strain in Figure 4.9. Polynomial functions 
are used to determine the relationship between the stresses and the time 
independent axial strain parameters taking into account that at zero stress the 
axial strains must be zero. From this analysis, it is possible to observe that the 
material tends to show different characteristics in tension and compression. In 
tension the material shows linear viscoelastic properties while in compression 
nonlinear stress dependency occurs which can be represented by a third degree 
polynomial for regression with =0.99. Hence, 
 
                                              ̂ 	 ∗ 																																																			 39         

 
where the parameter     is shown in Table 4.2         
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Figure 4.9 Plot of time independent axial strain with respect to stress; a) in the 
case of tension and b) in the case of compression   
 
The parameters obtained from the regression analysis for compression and 
tension creep loading are summarized in the Table 4.2.  
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 are used. In the case of compression, a different combination of parameters 
is obtained but no significant difference in the accuracy of the prediction of 
total strain is observed. These parameters are then used to determine the total 
strain response for three different stress values  of a single step creep recovery 
response as shown in Figure 4.10 for both compression and tension loads.   
             

 

 
Figure 4.10 Applications of already determined parameters to predict single 
step tension and compression creep recovery stress response for three levels of 
stress for both compression and tension loads @ 23°C 
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4.3  Tension and Compression Creep Loading  
 

For tension and compression histories without stress reversals Eq. 32 is used 
with the damage factor D 1 and the material parameters obtained from 
power function regression analysis in Table 4.2. This means, no consideration 
of weakening due to stress reversal is necessary in this case. 
 
The response to compression loading without any stress reversal is shown in 
Figure 4.11 and 4.12. There is good agreement between theoretical prediction 
of strain and measured strain data, except for the last loading where in both 
cases theory underestimates experiments with a maximum error of 10%, 
which mainly can be attributed to the accumulation of permanent strain with 
each step of loading. 
 

  
Figure 4.11 Compression creep loading history ( =-0.5MPa) and its strain 
response @ 23°C; data with error bars (standard deviation) 
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Figure 4.12 Compression creep loading history with maximum load of 
magnitude -0.75MPa and its strain response @ 23°C; data with error bars 
(standard deviation) 
 
As for tension, the same shape of loading with stress of 0.1MPa and 0.2MPa 
are used for compression strain response to arbitrary tension stress step history 
of mastic asphalt @ 23°C. The same good agreement is obtained between 
experimental strain data and model strain response by using the data 
parameters of Table 4.2. Also, unlike compression, the error of the strain 
response at the last loading is less than 5% which is quite acceptable, given 
the large scatter of the experimental data. 

 
Figure 4.13 Tension creep loading history ( =0.2MPa) and its strain response 
@ 23°C; data with error bars (standard deviation) 
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Figure 4.14 Tension creep loading history with maximum load of 0.3MPa and 
its strain response @ 23°C; single data with no error bars 
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compression loading responses up to the tension failure point where also the 
tension strain is no longer in agreement. Also, in the case of equivalent 
loading and unloading steps, in Figure 4.16, similar increasing deviations are 
observed towards the end of the creep loading histories. 

 

Figure 4.15 Uniform stress reversal load with maximum stress 0.2MPa and 
minimum stress -0.2 MPa and its response @ 23°C; single data with no error 
bars          

 
Figure 4.16 Uniform stress reversal loads with equal loading and unloading 
times for each load except for the minimum load of -0.4MPa load @ 23°C; 
data with error bars (standard deviation) 
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Figure 4.17 Arbitrary stress reversal loading with tension load of 0.2MPa and 
compression load of -0.4MPa @ 23°C; single data with no error bars          
          
 
         

 
Figure 4.18 Arbitrary stress reversal loading with tension load of 0.2MPa and 
compression load -0.5MPa @ 23°C; single data with no error bars          
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4.15 and Figure 4.16. However, the model results can be considered to be in 
good agreement with experimental results considering the fact that there is a 
high degree of variability in the data as much as 40%. The main disparity from 
measured results is observed at the last loadings. This can be due to the effect 
of oversimplification by the power function approach which does not capture 
the whole creep function accurately enough (e.g. short term and long term 
behavior). This could be improved by using Prony series but at cost of a larger 
amount of parameters to be determined for the model. The other disadvantage 
of this model is that there is no clear way for determining the weakening 
parameters except for trying different values starting with the base values 

1 and 1 until good agreement with experimental results is 
obtained. 
 
             

4.5  Other Types of Loads 
 

In the following set of experiments, the mastic asphalt has been subject to non 
uniform loading, i.e. zigzag loading or also called shark tooth loading, 
reported by Partl (1986). This loading is characterized as continuously 
changing stress with respect to time. Since the scissors model was developed 
for constant stress steps, discretization is used in order to apply the equations 
for determining the strain response for non constant stress. 
 

             ∑ ∆                                            41  
 
where N represents the selected number of steps of stress until there is 
unloading or change in stress direction. 
 
In order to determine the appropriate number of steps of loading for the zigzag 
loadings from Figure 4.21 to Figure 4.23, an evaluation of the minimum 
necessary number of steps N=4 up to N=20 was made for each triangle of 
loading. The results of the analysis are shown in Figure 4.20 for a three 
triangle loading history with alternating tension/compression load. It can be 
observed from Figure 4.20 that N=8 gives reasonably accurate results. Hence, 
8 numbers of steps as shown in Figure 4.19, are used for subsequent analysis 
of the zigzag and sinusoidal loading.  
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Figure 4.19 The discrete steps used for analysis of single triangle loading 
  

 
Figure 4.20 Strain Response for three triangle tension compression load with 
different steps of loading from N=4 to N=20 per triangle of load 
 
The details of Matlab code for calculating zigzag loading strain response for 
Figure 4.21 are shown in Appendix C. The weakening parameters which 
resulted in best accuracy for step load histories, i.e. 1.6 and 1.1,  
are also employed in this case. As it can be observed, in the zigzag loading 
results from Figure 4.21 up to Figure 4.23, more error is obtained at the end of 
the zigzag loading histories. This can be attributed to accumulation of 
permanent strain starting from the beginning of loading to the end of the 
zigzag loading history. 
          

N = 8
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Figure 4.21 Strain response to zigzag loading with an amplitude of 0.2MPa in 
tension and -0.2MPa in compression, except for the last loading @23°C; data 
with error bars (standard deviation) 

                                                             

 

   
Figure 4.22 Uniform zigzag loading with 0.2MPa and -0.2MPa amplitude @ 
23°C; data with error bars (standard deviation) 
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Figure 4.23 This is a 400sec cycle loading with amplitude of 0.2MPa in 
tension and -0.2MPa in compression, except for the last loading with and 
amplitude of -0.4MPa @ 23°C; single data with no error bars          
  
By using the scissor model, it is also possible to calculate for other types of 
loadings, such as sinusoidal loading, haversine loading etc. In Figure 4.24, a 
hypothetical strain response is shown for a sinusoidal loading with weakening 
parameters similar to that of the zigzag loading, i.e. 1.6  and  1.1 
(no measurement data is available in this case). As it can be observed from 
Figure 4.24, there is a clear asymmetric response with a phase shift of around 
200s between the first peaks of sinusoidal loading and its strain response. 
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Figure 4.24  Hypothetical sinusoidal loading and its strain response by using 
material parameters as shown in Table 4.2 and weakening parameters 

1.6 and 1.1. 
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 5.  Concluding Remarks  
 
This thesis is based on experiments done by Partl (1983) on mastic asphalt 
samples. The aim was to look at other viscoplastic models such as 
viscoelastoplastic continuum damage model (VEPCD). However, the VEPCD 
model is only included in the literature review but not used to model the 
material response. This is because of lack of sufficient monotonic tests to 
characterize damage and also a lack of tests at different temperatures to 
characterize the material in the linear viscoelastic range.  
 
The second part of the thesis concentrates on the application of the scissor 
model for the viscoplastic strain part using a weakening parameter  in case of 
stress reversals and the modified superposition principle for the viscoelastic 
strain part by Partl (1983). This thesis contributes to this early work by 
developing simple Matlab modules that could be applied not only to creep 
loading but also to dynamic loading such as sinusoidal loads. Generally, this 
model is able to predict strain response to stress reversals and zigzag loading 
within the range of the variability of the data. It is also important to note that 
all of the mastic asphalt experimental results that were used for the analysis 
were obtained at a constant temperature of 23°C; hence, the model’s 
applicability to change of temperature must be verified. 
 
Finally, the following research directions are recommended for future study 
 

 Verification of scissor model for asphalt concrete and other pavement  
materials  
 

 Verification of results for sinusoidal loading 
 

 Inclusion of temperature effects in the scissors model 
 

 Inclusion of the effect of aging and healing in scissor model 
 

 Extension to triaxial loading 
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Appendix A 

Matlab Functions for Viscoplastic and Viscoelastic Response 

 Matlab Function for  Viscoplastic  response 

%Input 
%[Evp1=Max Strain] and [Evp2=Min Strain] 
     
function StVP = VPSissor2(Stress,t0,t1,Evp1,Evp2,Evp0) 
%-------------- Tension Parameters---------- 
T1=.1207;   q1=0.45;  
EvpT=Stress*T1;  
%--------------Compression Parameters------ 
C1=0.505 ;   C2=1.272 ;  C3=1.496  ; q2=0.35;  
%--------------weakness parameter--------  
bT=0; bC=0; 
EvpC=-C1*Stress-C2*Stress^2-C3*Stress^3;  
%---------------- Extreme Strains---------- 
Evp1=min(Evp1,Evp0); 
Evp2=max(Evp2,Evp0); 
%---------------Strain Calculation--------- 
t11=t0:t1; 
if Stress>0          %Tension 
D1=Evp2*floor(heaviside(Evp2-Evp0))-Evp1;  % weakening 
Parameter 
B1=Evp0-Evp1;   % Hardening Parameter 
StVP=((EvpT*(1+bT*D1))^(1/q1)*(5*t11-
5*t0)+B1^(1/q1)).^q1+Evp1; 
elseif Stress<0   %Compression 
D2=-(Evp1*floor(heaviside(Evp0-Evp1))-Evp2); % weakening 
Parameter 
B2=Evp2-Evp0;   % Hardening Parameter 
StVP=-((abs(EvpC)*(1+bC*D2))^(1/q2)*(5*t11-
5*t0)+B2^(1/q2)).^q2+Evp2; 
end 
%------------Change of Slope in Strain function----- 
%Tension 
if  (StVP(1,1)<Evp2) && (StVP(1,t1-t0+1)>Evp2)&& 
(Evp1~=0) && (Evp2~=0) 
t2= ceil((((Evp2-Evp1)^(1/q1)-(Evp0-
Evp1)^(1/q1))/(EvpT*(1+bT*(Evp2-Evp1)))^(1/q1))/5)+t0; 
if (t1+1>t2) && (t2>t0) 
t12=t2-t0:t1-t0+1; 
StVP(1,t2-t0:t1-t0+1)=((EvpT*(1-bT*Evp1))^(1/q1)*(5*t12-
5*(t2-t0))+(Evp2-Evp1)^(1/q1)).^q1+Evp1; 
end 
end 
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%Compression 
if (StVP(1,1)>Evp1) && (StVP(1,t1-t0+1)<Evp1) && 
(Evp2~=0) && (Evp1~=0) 
t3= ceil((((Evp2-Evp1)^(1/q2)-(Evp2-
Evp0)^(1/q2))/(abs(EvpC)*(1+bC*(Evp2-
Evp1)))^(1/q2))/5)+t0; 
if (t1+1>t3) && (t3>t0) 
t13=t3-t0:t1-t0+1; 
StVP(1,t3-t0:t1-t0+1)=-
((abs(EvpC)*(1+bC*Evp2))^(1/q2)*(5*t13-5*(t3-t0))+(Evp2-
Evp1)^(1/q2)).^q2+Evp2;  
end 
end 
 

 Matlab Function for Viscoelastic response 

function StVe = VESissor(Stress,t0,t1,tf) 
%----------------Tension Parameters----------- 
 a1=.0635;   q1=0.45; 
 Eve1=Stress*a1; 
%--------------Compression Parameters-------- 
%a2=0.0428 ;   b2=0.0147 ;  c2=-0.0448  ; q2=0.35;  
a2=0.0672 ;   b2=0.0666 ;  c2=0.0202  ; q2=0.35;  
Eve2=a2*Stress+b2*Stress^2+c2*Stress^3; 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
if Stress>0                    % Tension (+) 
 t11=t0:t1;    %Loading 
 StVe1=Eve1*(5*t11-5*t0).^q1;  
  
 t12=t1+1:tf;   %Unloading 
 StVe2=Eve1*(5*t12-5*t0).^q1-Eve1*(5*t12-5*t1).^q1; 
  
 StVe(t0+1:t1+1)=StVe1;  StVe(t1+2:tf+1)=StVe2(1:tf-t1);  
else                         % Compression (-) 
     
t11=t0:t1;  %Loading 
StVe1=Eve2*(5*t11-5*t0).^q2; 
  
t12=t1+1:tf; %Unloading 
StVe2=Eve2*(5*t12-5*t0).^q2-Eve2*(5*t12-5*t1).^q2; 
  
StVe(t0+1:t1+1)=StVe1;   
StVe(t1+2:tf+1)=StVe2(1:tf-t1);   
end 
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Appendix B 

Matlab Calculation for Alternating Tension/Compression Loading  

clear all 
clc 
close all 
  
% Symmetric Stress Reversal loading A2-19b 
%--------------------------------------------------------
---------------- 
%viscoelastic part 
%--------------------------------------------------------
----------------- 
Strainve1=VESissor(0.2,0,360,5400);   
Strainve2=VESissor(-0.2,721,1080,5400); 
Strainve3=VESissor(0.2,1441,1800,5400); 
Strainve4=VESissor(-0.2,2161,2520,5400); 
Strainve5=VESissor(0.2,2881,3240,5400); 
Strainve6=VESissor(-0.2,3601,3960,5400);  
Strainve7=VESissor(-0.4,3961,4320,5400);   
Strainve8=VESissor(0.2,4681,5040,5400); 
        % summation 
Strainve=Strainve1+Strainve2+Strainve3+Strainve4+Strainve
5+Strainve6+Strainve7+Strainve8; 
%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
% Viscoplastic part 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
%VPSissor(Stress,t0,t1,Evp1(+),Evp2(-),Evp0) 
StrainVP11=VPSissor(0.2,0,360,0,0,0);  
StrainVP112(1:360)=StrainVP11(1,361); 
StrainVP12=VPSissor(-
0.2,721,1080,0,StrainVP11(1,361),StrainVP11(1,361)); 
StrainVP122(1:360)=StrainVP12(1,360); 
StrainVP13=VPSissor(0.2,1441,1800,StrainVP12(1,360),Strai
nVP11(1,360),StrainVP12(1,360)); 
StrainVP132(1:360)=StrainVP13(1,360); 
StrainVP14=VPSissor(-
0.2,2161,2520,StrainVP12(1,360),StrainVP13(1,360),StrainV
P13(1,360)); 
StrainVP142(1:360)=StrainVP14(1,360); 
StrainVP15=VPSissor(0.2,2881,3240,StrainVP14(1,360),Strai
nVP13(1,360),StrainVP14(1,360)); 
StrainVP152(1:360)=StrainVP15(1,360); 
StrainVP16=VPSissor(-
0.2,3601,3960,StrainVP14(1,360),StrainVP15(1,360),StrainV
P15(1,360)); 
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StrainVP17=VPSissor(-
0.4,3961,4320,StrainVP14(1,360),StrainVP15(1,360),StrainV
P16(1,360)); 
StrainVP172(1:360)=StrainVP17(1,360); 
StrainVP18=VPSissor(0.2,4681,5040,StrainVP16(1,360),Strai
nVP15(1,360),StrainVP17(1,360)); 
StrainVP182(1:360)=StrainVP18(1,360); 
%Summation  
StrainVP1=[StrainVP11,StrainVP112,StrainVP12,StrainVP122,
StrainVP13,StrainVP132,... 
    
StrainVP14,StrainVP142,StrainVP15,StrainVP152,StrainVP16,
StrainVP17,StrainVP172... 
    StrainVP18,StrainVP182]; 
           
t=0:5:27000;  
%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
% TOTAL ViscoElatic + ViscoPlastic   
StrainT=Strainve+StrainVP1; 
%--------------------------------------------------------
% Importing of Strain data from Excel 
Data = xlsread('08stress Reversal.xlsx','A2-19'); 
T1(:,1)=Data(:,1);   % Data Time 
E1(:,1)=Data(:,4);   % Axial Strain  
Dev(:,1)=Data(:,8); 
%Error Bars 
T_ERR=T1(16:16:size(T1,1),1); 
E_ERR=E1(16:16:size(E1,1),1); 
D_ERR=Dev(16:16:size(Dev,1),1); 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
% Stress Steps 
S11=zeros(1,5401); 
S11(1,1:361)=0.201;S11(1,720:1080)=-0.2; 
S11(1,1440:1800)=0.2;S11(2160:2520)=-0.2;  
S11(1,2880:3240)=0.2; S11(1,3600:3960)=-
0.2;S11(1,3960:4320)=-0.401;  
S11(1,4680:5040)=0.2; 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
% Plotting 
subplot(2,1,1); 
plot(t,S11);set(gca,'FontUnits','Normalized','FontSize',0
.08) 
hold on  
title('Tension-Comp 
Creep','FontUnits','Normalized','FontSize',0.08) 
xlabel('Time[s]') 
ylabel('Axial Stress[N/mm2]') 
v=axis(); 
plot ([0 v(1,2)],[0 0],'k+-') 
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set(gca,'XTickLabel',num2str(get(gca,'XTick').')) 
xlabel('Time[s]','FontUnits','Normalized','FontSize',0.1) 
ylabel('Axial 
Strain(%)','FontUnits','Normalized','FontSize',0.1) 
hold off 
  
subplot(2,1,2) 
%plot(t,StrainT,T1,E1,'*',t,Strainve,t,StrainVP1) 
plot(t,StrainT,T1,E1,'*') 
  
%legend('Total 
Strain','Data','Viscoelastic','Viscoplastic') 
legend('Theory','Data') 
ylim([-3,3]) 
hold on 
errorbar(T_ERR,E_ERR,D_ERR,'xr')  
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
% Viscoplastic part 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
%VPSissor(Stress,t0,t1,Evp1(+),Evp2(-),Evp0) 
StrainVP11=VPSissor2(0.2,0,360,0,0,0);  
StrainVP112(1:360)=StrainVP11(1,361); 
StrainVP12=VPSissor2(-
0.2,721,1080,0,StrainVP11(1,361),StrainVP11(1,361)); 
StrainVP122(1:360)=StrainVP12(1,360); 
StrainVP13=VPSissor2(0.2,1441,1800,StrainVP12(1,360),Stra
inVP11(1,360),StrainVP12(1,360)); 
StrainVP132(1:360)=StrainVP13(1,360); 
StrainVP14=VPSissor2(-
0.2,2161,2520,StrainVP12(1,360),StrainVP13(1,360),StrainV
P13(1,360)); 
StrainVP142(1:360)=StrainVP14(1,360); 
StrainVP15=VPSissor2(0.2,2881,3240,StrainVP14(1,360),Stra
inVP13(1,360),StrainVP14(1,360)); 
StrainVP152(1:360)=StrainVP15(1,360); 
StrainVP16=VPSissor2(-
0.2,3601,3960,StrainVP14(1,360),StrainVP15(1,360),StrainV
P15(1,360)); 
StrainVP17=VPSissor2(-
0.4,3961,4320,StrainVP14(1,360),StrainVP15(1,360),StrainV
P16(1,360)); 
StrainVP172(1:360)=StrainVP17(1,360); 
StrainVP18=VPSissor2(0.2,4681,5040,StrainVP16(1,360),Stra
inVP15(1,360),StrainVP17(1,360)); 
StrainVP182(1:360)=StrainVP18(1,360); 
%Summation  
StrainVP1=[StrainVP11,StrainVP112,StrainVP12,StrainVP122,
StrainVP13,StrainVP132,... 
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StrainVP14,StrainVP142,StrainVP15,StrainVP152,StrainVP16,
StrainVP17,StrainVP172... 
    StrainVP18,StrainVP182]; 
%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
% TOTAL ViscoElatic + ViscoPlastic   
StrainT=Strainve+StrainVP1; 
plot(t,StrainT,'--
g');set(gca,'FontUnits','Normalized','FontSize',0.05) 
G_2=axis(); 
plot ([0 G_2(1,2)],[0 0],'k+-
');set(gca,'FontUnits','Normalized','FontSize',0.08) 
xlabel('Time[s]','FontUnits','Normalized','FontSize',0.1) 
ylabel('Axial 
Strain[%]','FontUnits','Normalized','FontSize',0.1) 
set(gca,'XTickLabel',num2str(get(gca,'XTick').')) 
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Appendix C 

Matlab Code for Zigzag Loading  

close all 
clear all 
clc 
  
% ZigZag Loading C026 
%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
%viscoelastic part 
%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
%First triangle of ZigZag----Tension 
Strain11=VESissor(0.1,0,25/5,2000/5);   
Strain12=VESissor(0.2,25/5,50/5,2000/5); 
Strain13=VESissor(0.3,50/5,75/5,2000/5); 
Strain14=VESissor(0.4,75/5,125/5,2000/5);  
Strain15=VESissor(0.3,125/5,150/5,2000/5);   
Strain16=VESissor(0.2,150/5,175/5,2000/5);   
Strain17=VESissor(0.1,175/5,200/5,2000/5);   
         % summation 
Strainve1=Strain11+Strain12+Strain13+Strain14+Strain15+St
rain16+Strain17; 
%~----------- 
%Second Part of ZigZag----Compression 
Strain21=VESissor(-0.1,200/5,225/5,2000/5);   
Strain22=VESissor(-0.2,225/5,250/5,2000/5); 
Strain23=VESissor(-0.3,250/5,275/5,2000/5); 
Strain24=VESissor(-0.4,275/5,325/5,2000/5); 
Strain25=VESissor(-0.3,325/5,350/5,2000/5);   
Strain26=VESissor(-0.2,350/5,375/5,2000/5);   
Strain27=VESissor(-0.1,375/5,400/5,2000/5);   
         % summation  
Strainve2=Strain21+Strain22+Strain23+Strain24+Strain25+St
rain26+Strain27; 
%----------- 
%Third part of zigzag----Tension   
 Strain31=VESissor(0.1,400/5,425/5,2000/5);   
Strain32=VESissor(0.2,425/5,450/5,2000/5); 
Strain33=VESissor(0.3,450/5,475/5,2000/5); 
Strain34=VESissor(0.4,475/5,525/5,2000/5); 
Strain35=VESissor(0.3,525/5,550/5,2000/5);   
Strain36=VESissor(0.2,550/5,575/5,2000/5);   
Strain37=VESissor(0.1,575/5,600/5,2000/5);   
         % summation  
Strainve3=Strain31+Strain32+Strain33+Strain34+Strain35+St
rain36+Strain37;     
%----------- 
%Fourth Part of ZigZag----Compression 
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Strain41=VESissor(-0.1,600/5,625/5,2000/5);   
Strain42=VESissor(-0.2,625/5,650/5,2000/5); 
Strain43=VESissor(-0.3,650/5,675/5,2000/5); 
Strain44=VESissor(-0.4,675/5,725/5,2000/5); 
Strain45=VESissor(-0.3,725/5,750/5,2000/5);   
Strain46=VESissor(-0.2,750/5,775/5,2000/5);   
Strain47=VESissor(-0.1,775/5,800/5,2000/5);   
      % summation 
Strainve4=Strain41+Strain42+Strain43+Strain44+Strain45+St
rain46+Strain47;   
%----------- 
%Fifth Part of ZigZag----Tension 
Strain51=VESissor(0.1,800/5,825/5,2000/5);   
Strain52=VESissor(0.2,825/5,850/5,2000/5); 
Strain53=VESissor(0.3,850/5,875/5,2000/5); 
Strain54=VESissor(0.4,875/5,925/5,2000/5); 
Strain55=VESissor(0.3,925/5,950/5,2000/5);   
Strain56=VESissor(0.2,950/5,975/5,2000/5);   
Strain57=VESissor(0.1,975/5,1000/5,2000/5);   
      % summation 
Strainve5=Strain51+Strain52+Strain53+Strain54+Strain55+St
rain56+Strain57;  
%---------- 
%Sixth Part of ZigZag----Compression 
Strain61=VESissor(-0.1,1000/5,1025/5,2000/5);   
Strain62=VESissor(-0.2,1025/5,1050/5,2000/5); 
Strain63=VESissor(-0.3,1050/5,1075/5,2000/5); 
Strain64=VESissor(-0.4,1075/5,1125/5,2000/5); 
Strain65=VESissor(-0.3,1125/5,1150/5,2000/5);   
Strain66=VESissor(-0.2,1150/5,1175/5,2000/5);   
Strain67=VESissor(-0.1,1175/5,1200/5,2000/5);   
      % summation 
Strainve6=Strain61+Strain62+Strain63+Strain64+Strain65+St
rain66+Strain67;  
%------------ 
%Seventh Part of ZigZag----Tension 
Strain71=VESissor(0.1,1200/5,1225/5,2000/5);   
Strain72=VESissor(0.2,1225/5,1250/5,2000/5); 
Strain73=VESissor(0.3,1250/5,1275/5,2000/5); 
Strain74=VESissor(0.4,1275/5,1325/5,2000/5); 
Strain75=VESissor(0.3,1325/5,1350/5,2000/5);   
Strain76=VESissor(0.2,1350/5,1375/5,2000/5);   
Strain77=VESissor(0.1,1375/5,1400/5,2000/5);   
      % summation 
Strainve7=Strain71+Strain72+Strain73+Strain74+Strain75+St
rain76+Strain77; 
%----------- 
%Eighth Part of ZigZag----Compression 
Strain81=VESissor(-0.1,1400/5,1425/5,2000/5);   
Strain82=VESissor(-0.2,1425/5,1450/5,2000/5); 
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Strain83=VESissor(-0.3,1450/5,1475/5,2000/5); 
Strain84=VESissor(-0.4,1475/5,1525/5,2000/5); 
Strain85=VESissor(-0.3,1525/5,1550/5,2000/5);   
Strain86=VESissor(-0.2,1550/5,1575/5,2000/5);   
Strain87=VESissor(-0.1,1575/5,1600/5,2000/5);   
      % summation 
Strainve8=Strain81+Strain82+Strain83+Strain84+Strain85+St
rain86+Strain87; 
%----------- 
%Ninth Part of ZigZag----Tension 
Strain91=VESissor(0.1,1600/5,1625/5,2000/5);   
Strain92=VESissor(0.2,1625/5,1650/5,2000/5); 
Strain93=VESissor(0.3,1650/5,1675/5,2000/5); 
Strain94=VESissor(0.4,1675/5,1725/5,2000/5); 
Strain95=VESissor(0.3,1725/5,1750/5,2000/5);   
Strain96=VESissor(0.2,1750/5,1775/5,2000/5);   
Strain97=VESissor(0.1,1775/5,1800/5,2000/5);   
      % summation 
Strainve9=Strain91+Strain92+Strain93+Strain94+Strain95+St
rain96+Strain97; 
%----------- 
%Ninth Part of ZigZag----Compression 
Strain101=VESissor(-0.1,1800/5,1825/5,2000/5);   
Strain102=VESissor(-0.2,1825/5,1850/5,2000/5); 
Strain103=VESissor(-0.3,1850/5,1875/5,2000/5); 
Strain104=VESissor(-0.4,1875/5,1925/5,2000/5); 
Strain105=VESissor(-0.3,1925/5,1950/5,2000/5);   
Strain106=VESissor(-0.2,1950/5,1975/5,2000/5);   
Strain107=VESissor(-0.1,1975/5,2000/5,2000/5);   
      % summation 
Strainve10=Strain101+Strain102+Strain103+Strain104+Strain
105+Strain106+Strain107; 
%--------------------------------------------------------
% TOTAL 
VET=Strainve1+Strainve2+Strainve3+Strainve4+Strainve5+Str
ainve6+... 
        Strainve7+Strainve8+Strainve9+Strainve10;  
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
% ViscoElastic Strain Plot 
t=0:5:2000; 
%plot(t,VET) 
%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
% Viscoplastic part 
%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
%First trinagle of Zigzag----Tension 
%VPSissor(Stress,t0,t1,Evp1(+),Evp2(-),Evp0) 
StrainVP11=VPSissor(0.1,0,5,0,0,0); 
StrainVP12=VPSissor(0.2,6,10,0,0,StrainVP11(1,6)); 
StrainVP13=VPSissor(0.3,11,15,0,0,StrainVP12(1,5)); 
StrainVP14=VPSissor(0.4,16,25,0,0,StrainVP13(1,5)); 
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StrainVP15=VPSissor(0.3,26,30,0,0,StrainVP14(1,10)); 
StrainVP16=VPSissor(0.2,31,35,0,0,StrainVP15(1,5)); 
StrainVP17=VPSissor(0.1,36,40,0,0,StrainVP16(1,5)); 
StrainVP1=[StrainVP11,StrainVP12,StrainVP13,StrainVP14,St
rainVP15,StrainVP16,StrainVP17]; 
%--------- 
%Second trinagle of Zigzag----Compression 
%VPSissor(Stress,t0,t1,Evp1(+),Evp2(-),Evp0) 
StrainVP21=VPSissor(-
0.1,1,5,0,StrainVP17(1,5),StrainVP17(1,5)); 
StrainVP22=VPSissor(-
0.2,6,10,0,StrainVP17(1,5),StrainVP21(1,5)); 
StrainVP23=VPSissor(-
0.3,11,15,0,StrainVP17(1,5),StrainVP22(1,5)); 
StrainVP24=VPSissor(-
0.4,16,25,0,StrainVP17(1,5),StrainVP23(1,5)); 
StrainVP25=VPSissor(-
0.3,26,30,0,StrainVP17(1,5),StrainVP24(1,10)); 
StrainVP26=VPSissor(-
0.2,31,35,0,StrainVP17(1,5),StrainVP25(1,5)); 
StrainVP27=VPSissor(-
0.1,36,40,0,StrainVP17(1,5),StrainVP26(1,5)); 
StrainVP2=[StrainVP21,StrainVP22,StrainVP23,StrainVP24,St
rainVP25,StrainVP26,StrainVP27]; 
%--------- 
%Third trinagle of Zigzag----Tension 
%VPSissor(Stress,t0,t1,Evp1(+),Evp2(-),Evp0) 
StrainVP31=VPSissor(0.1,1,5,StrainVP27(1,5),StrainVP17(1,
5),StrainVP27(1,5)); 
StrainVP32=VPSissor(0.2,6,10,StrainVP27(1,5),StrainVP17(1
,5),StrainVP31(1,5)); 
StrainVP33=VPSissor(0.3,11,15,StrainVP27(1,5),StrainVP17(
1,5),StrainVP32(1,5)); 
StrainVP34=VPSissor(0.4,16,25,StrainVP27(1,5),StrainVP17(
1,5),StrainVP33(1,5)); 
StrainVP35=VPSissor(0.3,26,30,StrainVP27(1,5),StrainVP17(
1,5),StrainVP34(1,10)); 
StrainVP36=VPSissor(0.2,31,35,StrainVP27(1,5),StrainVP17(
1,5),StrainVP35(1,5)); 
StrainVP37=VPSissor(0.1,36,40,StrainVP27(1,5),StrainVP17(
1,5),StrainVP36(1,5)); 
StrainVP3=[StrainVP31,StrainVP32,StrainVP33,StrainVP34,St
rainVP35,StrainVP36,StrainVP37]; 
%--------------------------------------------------------
%Fourth trinagle of Zigzag----Compression 
%VPSissor(Stress,t0,t1,Evp1(+),Evp2(-),Evp0) 
StrainVP41=VPSissor(-
0.1,1,5,StrainVP27(1,5),StrainVP37(1,5),StrainVP37(1,5)); 
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StrainVP42=VPSissor(-
0.2,6,10,StrainVP27(1,5),StrainVP37(1,5),StrainVP41(1,5))
; 
StrainVP43=VPSissor(-
0.3,11,15,StrainVP27(1,5),StrainVP37(1,5),StrainVP42(1,5)
); 
StrainVP44=VPSissor(-
0.4,16,25,StrainVP27(1,5),StrainVP37(1,5),StrainVP43(1,5)
); 
StrainVP45=VPSissor(-
0.3,26,30,StrainVP27(1,5),StrainVP37(1,5),StrainVP44(1,10
)); 
StrainVP46=VPSissor(-
0.2,31,35,StrainVP27(1,5),StrainVP37(1,5),StrainVP45(1,5)
); 
StrainVP47=VPSissor(-
0.1,36,40,StrainVP27(1,5),StrainVP37(1,5),StrainVP46(1,5)
); 
StrainVP4=[StrainVP41,StrainVP42,StrainVP43,StrainVP44,St
rainVP45,StrainVP46,StrainVP47]; 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
%Fifth trinagle of Zigzag----Tension 
%VPSissor(Stress,t0,t1,Evp1(+),Evp2(-),Evp0) 
StrainVP51=VPSissor(0.1,1,5,StrainVP47(1,5),StrainVP37(1,
5),StrainVP47(1,5)); 
StrainVP52=VPSissor(0.2,6,10,StrainVP47(1,5),StrainVP37(1
,5),StrainVP51(1,5)); 
StrainVP53=VPSissor(0.3,11,15,StrainVP47(1,5),StrainVP37(
1,5),StrainVP52(1,5)); 
StrainVP54=VPSissor(0.4,16,25,StrainVP47(1,5),StrainVP37(
1,5),StrainVP53(1,5)); 
StrainVP55=VPSissor(0.3,26,30,StrainVP47(1,5),StrainVP37(
1,5),StrainVP54(1,10)); 
StrainVP56=VPSissor(0.2,31,35,StrainVP47(1,5),StrainVP37(
1,5),StrainVP55(1,5)); 
StrainVP57=VPSissor(0.1,36,40,StrainVP47(1,5),StrainVP37(
1,5),StrainVP56(1,5)); 
StrainVP5=[StrainVP51,StrainVP52,StrainVP53,StrainVP54,St
rainVP55,StrainVP56,StrainVP57]; 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
%Sixth trinagle of Zigzag----Compressoion 
%VPSissor(Stress,t0,t1,Evp1(+),Evp2(-),Evp0) 
StrainVP61=VPSissor(-
0.1,1,5,StrainVP47(1,5),StrainVP57(1,5),StrainVP57(1,5)); 
StrainVP62=VPSissor(-
0.2,6,10,StrainVP47(1,5),StrainVP57(1,5),StrainVP61(1,5))
; 
StrainVP63=VPSissor(-
0.3,11,15,StrainVP47(1,5),StrainVP57(1,5),StrainVP62(1,5)
); 
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StrainVP64=VPSissor(-
0.4,16,25,StrainVP47(1,5),StrainVP57(1,5),StrainVP63(1,5)
); 
StrainVP65=VPSissor(-
0.3,26,30,StrainVP47(1,5),StrainVP57(1,5),StrainVP64(1,10
)); 
StrainVP66=VPSissor(-
0.2,31,35,StrainVP47(1,5),StrainVP57(1,5),StrainVP65(1,5)
); 
StrainVP67=VPSissor(-
0.1,36,40,StrainVP47(1,5),StrainVP57(1,5),StrainVP66(1,5)
); 
StrainVP6=[StrainVP61,StrainVP62,StrainVP63,StrainVP64,St
rainVP65,StrainVP66,StrainVP67]; 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
%Seventh trinagle of Zigzag----Tension 
%VPSissor(Stress,t0,t1,Evp1(+),Evp2(-),Evp0) 
StrainVP71=VPSissor(0.1,1,5,StrainVP67(1,5),StrainVP57(1,
5),StrainVP67(1,5)); 
StrainVP72=VPSissor(0.2,6,10,StrainVP67(1,5),StrainVP57(1
,5),StrainVP71(1,5)); 
StrainVP73=VPSissor(0.3,11,15,StrainVP67(1,5),StrainVP57(
1,5),StrainVP72(1,5)); 
StrainVP74=VPSissor(0.4,16,25,StrainVP67(1,5),StrainVP57(
1,5),StrainVP73(1,5)); 
StrainVP75=VPSissor(0.3,26,30,StrainVP67(1,5),StrainVP57(
1,5),StrainVP74(1,10)); 
StrainVP76=VPSissor(0.2,31,35,StrainVP67(1,5),StrainVP57(
1,5),StrainVP75(1,5)); 
StrainVP77=VPSissor(0.1,36,40,StrainVP67(1,5),StrainVP57(
1,5),StrainVP76(1,5)); 
StrainVP7=[StrainVP71,StrainVP72,StrainVP73,StrainVP74,St
rainVP75,StrainVP76,StrainVP77]; 
%--------------------------------------------------------
%Eigth trinagle of Zigzag----Compression 
%VPSissor(Stress,t0,t1,Evp1(+),Evp2(-),Evp0) 
StrainVP81=VPSissor(-
0.1,1,5,StrainVP67(1,5),StrainVP77(1,5),StrainVP77(1,5)); 
StrainVP82=VPSissor(-
0.2,6,10,StrainVP67(1,5),StrainVP77(1,5),StrainVP81(1,5))
; 
StrainVP83=VPSissor(-
0.3,11,15,StrainVP67(1,5),StrainVP77(1,5),StrainVP82(1,5)
); 
StrainVP84=VPSissor(-
0.4,16,25,StrainVP67(1,5),StrainVP77(1,5),StrainVP83(1,5)
); 
StrainVP85=VPSissor(-
0.3,26,30,StrainVP67(1,5),StrainVP77(1,5),StrainVP84(1,10
)); 
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StrainVP86=VPSissor(-
0.2,31,35,StrainVP67(1,5),StrainVP77(1,5),StrainVP85(1,5)
); 
StrainVP87=VPSissor(-
0.1,36,40,StrainVP67(1,5),StrainVP77(1,5),StrainVP86(1,5)
); 
StrainVP8=[StrainVP81,StrainVP82,StrainVP83,StrainVP84,St
rainVP85,StrainVP86,StrainVP87]; 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
%Ninth trinagle of Zigzag----Tension 
%VPSissor(Stress,t0,t1,Evp1(+),Evp2(-),Evp0) 
StrainVP91=VPSissor(0.1,1,5,StrainVP87(1,5),StrainVP77(1,
5),StrainVP87(1,5)); 
StrainVP92=VPSissor(0.2,6,10,StrainVP87(1,5),StrainVP77(1
,5),StrainVP91(1,5)); 
StrainVP93=VPSissor(0.3,11,15,StrainVP87(1,5),StrainVP77(
1,5),StrainVP92(1,5)); 
StrainVP94=VPSissor(0.4,16,25,StrainVP87(1,5),StrainVP77(
1,5),StrainVP93(1,5)); 
StrainVP95=VPSissor(0.3,26,30,StrainVP87(1,5),StrainVP77(
1,5),StrainVP94(1,10)); 
StrainVP96=VPSissor(0.2,31,35,StrainVP87(1,5),StrainVP77(
1,5),StrainVP95(1,5)); 
StrainVP97=VPSissor(0.1,36,40,StrainVP87(1,5),StrainVP77(
1,5),StrainVP96(1,5)); 
StrainVP9=[StrainVP91,StrainVP92,StrainVP93,StrainVP94,St
rainVP95,StrainVP96,StrainVP97]; 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
%Tenth trinagle of Zigzag----Tension 
%VPSissor(Stress,t0,t1,Evp1(+),Evp2(-),Evp0) 
StrainVP101=VPSissor(-
0.1,1,5,StrainVP87(1,5),StrainVP97(1,5),StrainVP97(1,5)); 
StrainVP102=VPSissor(-
0.2,6,10,StrainVP87(1,5),StrainVP97(1,5),StrainVP101(1,5)
); 
StrainVP103=VPSissor(-
0.3,11,15,StrainVP87(1,5),StrainVP97(1,5),StrainVP102(1,5
)); 
StrainVP104=VPSissor(-
0.4,16,25,StrainVP87(1,5),StrainVP97(1,5),StrainVP103(1,5
)); 
StrainVP105=VPSissor(-
0.3,26,30,StrainVP87(1,5),StrainVP97(1,5),StrainVP104(1,1
0)); 
StrainVP106=VPSissor(-
0.2,31,35,StrainVP87(1,5),StrainVP97(1,5),StrainVP105(1,5
)); 
StrainVP107=VPSissor(-
0.1,36,40,StrainVP87(1,5),StrainVP97(1,5),StrainVP106(1,5
)); 
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StrainVP10=[StrainVP101,StrainVP102,StrainVP103,StrainVP1
04,StrainVP105,StrainVP106,StrainVP107]; 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
% Total ViscoPlastic Strain 
VPT=[StrainVP1,StrainVP2,StrainVP3,StrainVP4,StrainVP5,St
rainVP6,... 
    StrainVP7,StrainVP8,StrainVP9,StrainVP10]; 
%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
figure 
plot(t,VPT) 
%-------------------------------------------------------- 
% Total Strain 
TT=VPT+VET; 
%figure 
%plot(t,VPT,t,VET,t,TT) 
%~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
% Checking 
% Importing of Strain data from Excel 
Data = xlsread('11zigzag.xlsx','C026'); 
T1(:,1)=Data(1:119,1);   % Data Time 
E1(:,1)=Data(1:119,4);  % Axial Strain  
Dev(:,1)=Data(:,8); 
%Error Bars 
T_ERR=T1(16:16:size(T1,1),1); 
E_ERR=E1(16:16:size(E1,1),1); 
D_ERR=Dev(16:16:size(Dev,1),1); 
%figure 
plot(t,TT,T1,E1,'*') 
title('Strain Response for ZigZag loading C026') 
xlabel('time(s)') 
ylabel('Axial Strain(%)') 
legend('Theory','Data') 
hold on  
errorbar(T_ERR,E_ERR,D_ERR,'xr')  
  
box off  
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